Quiz #10 Answers – Using Gerber and Blackwood
The symbol  shows which partner should realize that slam is possible
and at what point s/he should become aware of it. The “AHA!” moment.
It is the responsibility of the “one who knows” to ensure that slam is investigated.

North: 1NT (17 HCP, balanced hand)
North: 4♠ (showing 2 Aces)
North: 5♠ (showing 2 Kings)
Final Contract: 6NT by North

North: 2NT (20 HCP, balanced hand)
North: 4♠ (showing 2 Aces)
Final Contract: 6NT by North

Quiz #10 Answers - Gerber

South: 4♣ (17 HCP, balanced hand, Gerber, asking
for Aces) 
South: 5♣ (All 4 Aces, asking for Kings)
South: 6NT (Missing 1 King)
Results: If both finesses do not work, contract will
go down 1. If both finesses work, there will be an
overtrick.
 North’s opening bid of 1NT shows 15-17 pts,
South has 17; Total = 32-34 HCP; South will
initiate Gerber.

South: 4♣ (14 HCP, Gerber, asking for Aces) 
South: 6NT (1 Ace missing, no point in asking for
Kings)
Results: Will lose 1 trick in diamonds. Discard
losing heart on clubs or spades.
 Together, they have at 34-35 HCP; 20-21 shown
by North’s opening 2NT bid and 14 for South.
South knows, so should initiate Slam bidding.
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North: 2♣ (25 HCP, balanced hand)
North: 3NT (showing 25-27 HCP, balanced
hand)
North: 4NT (showing 3 Aces)
North: 5NT (showing 3 Kings)
Final Contract: 7NT by North

South: 2♦ (9 HCP, waiting)
South: 4♣ (Gerber, asking for Aces, clubs has not
been bid as a suit; 2♣ opening bid means a strong
hand, not clubs) 
South: 5♣ (All 4 Aces, asking for Kings)
South: 7NT (All Aces and All Kings, so go for a
Grand Slam)
Results: Contract should make, unless one
opponent has most of the diamonds
 Because of North’s jump to 3NT, South knows
that, together, they have at least 34 HCP, so South
should initiate Slam bidding

South: 1♠ (16 HCP, knows game level is there,
North: 1♣ (19 HCP, balanced hand, too many
will search for an 8-card fit in a major; change of
points to open 1NT)
suit in first round is forcing)
South: Here is where partnership agreement and
understanding is crucial. Will North consider 4♣
as a bid of the club suit, inviting to Game, or as
North: 2NT (showing 18-19 HCP, no fit in
Gerber? If they agree that an opening bid of 1♣ is
spades; South skipped hearts, so no fit in
not “bidding the suit,” (unless clubs was bid a 2nd
hearts)
time), then 4♣ means Gerber. If in doubt, use
Blackwood (4NT).
Let’s say South bid 4♣, (Gerber). 
North: 4♥ (showing 1 Ace)
South: 5♣ (all 4 Aces, asking for Kings)
North: 5NT (showing 3 Kings)
South: 6NT (Missing 1 King)
Results: Should make the contract but play of the
Final Contract: 6NT by North
hand must be planned carefully. Discard 1 losing
diamond on spades. Missing 1 King.
 North’s jump to 2NT shows 18-19 HCP,
combined with South’s 16 HCP, total 34-35.
Slam should be there and South knows, so should
initiate the process. South might also jump to
6NT directly, based on total HCP alone.

Quiz #10 Answers - Gerber
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South: 4♣ (15 HCP, Gerber, asking for Aces,
balanced hand with weak spade suit, won’t bother
with Stayman) 
South: 5♣ (All 4 Aces, asking for Kings)
South: 7NT (All Aces and all Kings, try for
Grand Slam)
Results: Could go down 1 trick on ♠Q. (Some
players may prefer to stay at 6NT — it’s better to
make a Small Slam with an overtrick than to go
down 1 trick in a Grand Slam, if the 7NT contract
is risky)
 South knows that, together, they have
minimum 35 HCP, so South is the one who
should initiate Slam bidding.

North: 2NT (20 HCP, balanced)
North: 4♠ (showing 2 Aces)
North: 5NT (showing 3 Kings)

Final Contract: 7NT by North

North: 1♣ (14 HCP, no 5-card major, bid
longer minor)
North: 5♥ (showing 2 Aces)
Final Contract: 7NT by South

Quiz #10 Answers - Gerber

South: 4NT (25 HCP; Blackwood, asking for
Aces; Gerber should not be used in this case; it
would be too easy to misinterpret) 
South: 7NT (All 4 Aces; South has all 4 Kings, so
it makes no sense to ask for Kings)
Results: Contract should make.
 South knows North has at least 12 HCP, so
together they have a minimum of 37 pts, unless
North was using the Rule of 20 to open.
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North: 1♦ (19 HCP, balanced hand, too
many points to open with 1NT)
North: 2NT (a jump showing 18-19 HCP
and a balanced hand)
Final Contract: 7NT by North

North: 1♣ (14 HCP, plus 1 for length)
North: 1♠ (no fit in hearts, will show 4-card
spade suit, South has not denied spades)
North: 5♦ (showing 1 Ace)
North: 6♥ (showing 2 Kings)
Final Contract: 7NT by South

Quiz #10 Answers - Gerber

South: 2♣ (19 HCP, game level or higher is
there; no 4-card major to bid; will bid clubs,
forcing, and see what North bids next)
South: 7NT (No reason to ask for Aces, North’s
jump bid was very accurate in point count) 
Results: Should be an easy contract to make.
 Together, they have at least 37 HCP (18-19
for North’s 2NT jump and 19 from South), so
Grand Slam should be there.

South: 1♥ (19 HCP, will search for an 8-card fit
in a major suit first, realizing that Slam is a
possibility) 
South: 4NT (8-card fit found in spades, using
Blackwood, will ask for Aces)
South: 5NT (All 4 Aces, will ask for Kings)
South: 7NT (Having all Aces and Kings,
balanced hand, stoppers in all suits, will get a
higher score for 7NT compared to 7♠)
Results: Should take all 13 tricks.
 With North’s opening pts (12+) and South’s
19 = total 31, try for slam.
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North: 1♦ (15 HCP plus 1 for length,
unbalanced hand)
North: 3♥ (fit in hearts, jump to show extra
pts, medium-strength opening hand,
re-evaluating to 17-18 pts now, counting 2-3
for singleton, no pts for length)
North: 5♦ (showing 1 Ace)
Final Contract: 6♥ by South

Note: If a beginner does not bid Slam, be
pleased to bid to game in hearts, making
overtricks.

North: 2♣ (23 HCP, balanced hand, too
many pts to open 2NT)
North: 2NT (showing 22-24 HCP)
North: 3♠ (completing the transfer, has
shown 22 minimum pts, and South’s 2♦ bid
means that they have game potential, so
North will not be left in 3♠)
North: 5♦ (showing 1 Ace)
Final Contract: 5♠ by North
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South: 1♥ (14 HCP plus 2 for length)
South: 4NT (Blackwood, asking for Aces,
together they have 10 trump, must now
consider singleton as extra strength) 
South: 6♥ (Missing 1 Ace, will try for Slam
based on distribution)
Results: Should take all tricks except 1 in
clubs. May take all 13 tricks if club is not
led.
 South knows that Slam potential is there
because of support from partner, his long,
strong heart suit and the singleton. Together
he can count on 16-18 pts from North, plus
16 pts from South, counting length =
minimum of 32 total pts.

South: 2♦ (9 HCP, waiting)
South: 3♥ (Jacoby transfer to spades)
South: 4NT (Blackwood, asking for Aces,
could bid 3NT, but North could pass, should
investigate slam)
South: 5♠ (Missing an Ace, won’t go any
further, North can change it to 5NT if he has
only 2 spades and prefers NT)
Results: Will lose 1 club and possibly a
diamond. Could also take 12 tricks.
 South should realize that Slam is a
possibility when North opens 2♣ and South
has 9+ pts. Even more so when North shows
22-24 HCP.
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